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Society is collapsing before his eyes. 
 
Sixteen-year-old Cross Mundos is trying to survive in a world of nuclear 
disaster and environmental decay. His parents have disappeared, leaving 
him with an eccentric uncle, a war zone, and a landscape where death and 
extinction seem to be the inevitable outcome. But Cross has an intellect 
far beyond most in his age category, and despite the challenges he faces, 
is determined to find a way to endure and even thrive. 
 
To his surprise, his Uncle Ferrum reveals an instrument called a torch, 
enabling him to rip a hole into the fabric of time and space. This changes 
everything as he can transport to an identical world, with one catch – it is 
many decades into the past! To survive in this new world, he must keep 
his previous life a secret and yet somehow blend in with the current 
populace.  
 
His ultimate goal is to discover what went wrong in his world and 
somehow change the course of events to stop the future of this new 
planet from complete destruction. Will history repeat itself, or will Cross 
be the one person who can alter its outcome? 
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Solitaire Parke is an author of Science Fiction/Urban Fantasy, Poetry, and 
Metaphysical/Larger World books.  
 
After becoming an award-winning photographer and earning a degree in music 
theory, Mr. Parke worked in graphic and web design. Solitaire has always 
returned to writing, and he now resides in Arizona with his family and two 
rightfully spoiled rescue dogs. 
 
For more information, please contact Mr. Parke’s literary agents at MiraLucian LLC. 
Joan Schiewe   Brian Hickey  
661-496-0913   602-690-1879  
joan@miralucian.com  brian@miralucian.com     
            
Solitaire Parke’s novels are available at all major retailers and through his website. 
Please visit his website at http://solitaireparke.com    
 
https://www.facebook.com/SolitaireParke 
https://www.instagram.com/authorsolitaire/ 
https://www.pinterest.com/authorsolitaire 
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/4832941.Solitaire_Parke 
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